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Abstract
This paper1 presents the results of a laboratory experiment of swash hydrodynamics on a coarse sand barrier beach backed by a lagoon. Boundary layer
dynamics have been analyzed using the high-resolution near-bed velocities
measured by Acoustic Doppler Velocity Profilers deployed in the swash zone.
Swash events have been ensemble-averaged in order to study mean hydrodynamic patterns. A proposed velocity gradient criterion allowed identification
of the boundary layer growth during the backwash phase but it was unable to
characterize boundary layer variability during uprush. Cross-shore velocity
profiles were well represented by the logarithmic model for a large portion of
the ensemble-averaged swash duration. Uprush and backwash logarithmicestimated friction factors were of the same order of magnitude with a strong
variability related to the boundary layer growth during the backwash. The
momentum integral method provided smaller bed shear stresses than the
logarithmic model, a result possibly related to either the assumptions involved in the momentum integral method or to an underestimation of the
boundary layer thickness during uprush. A decrease of friction coefficients
for increasing Reynolds numbers at the early backwash was observed. This
behaviour is consistent with traditional results for steady and uniform flows
in a transitional regime.
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1. Introduction
Nearshore waves propagate across the surf zone into shallower depths
eventually washing up and down on the beach face. These direction-reversing
flows, called uprush and backwash, characterize the swash zone motion and
define the moving shoreline. Surf zone waves represent the first order forcing
of swash motions which are subsequently affected by hydro- and morphodynamic factors such as nearshore currents, wind forcing, groundwater table
fluctuations, beach morphology and sediment characteristics. Interactions
between the hydrodynamics and the sandy bottom yield large vertical velocity gradients close to the seabed. As a result, wave energy dissipation occurs
in a thin bottom boundary layer characterized by large shear stresses, high
turbulence levels, and considerable sediment loads. The bed shear stress
induced by boundary layer dynamics is of great importance for bringing
sediment into suspension. Nowadays, widely-used morphological models implement sediment transport formulations which include the bed shear stress
as the primary mechanism for sediment mobilization in the swash zone.
Observations of the structure of the bottom boundary layer in the swash
zone have been reported by means of field, laboratory and numerical experiments. Recently, useful insights were yielded by the field work of Puleo et al.
(2012) and Puleo et al. (2014a) who used a newly developed high resolution
Acoustic Doppler Velocity Profiler (ADVP) to measure the cross-shore velocity profiles under low energetic swell forcing. The increased measurement
resolution improved the characterization of the lower boundary layer kinematics and enhanced confidence in the estimated bed shear stress values.
In addition to field observations, laboratory studies have taken advantage
of controlled experiments in order to address swash dynamics under highly
monitored systems (Archetti and Brocchini, 2002; Cowen et al., 2003). Recently, Barnes et al. (2009), O’Donoghue et al. (2010) and Kikkert et al.
Lanckriet, T., Foster, D. Available online 19 November 2015, Boundary layer dynamics in
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(2012) achieved high spatial resolution of the swash hydrodynamics over
fixed, impermeable beds through Laser-induced Fluorescence (LIF) and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). In particular, Kikkert et al. (2012) were able
to resolve the backwash shoreline position and the late backwash phase in
which the shallow depths and large velocities challenge reliable data collection. In recent years, numerical models based on the Nonlinear Shallow Water
(NLSW) and Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations have become a powerful tool to explore swash hydrodynamics. Barnes and Baldock
(2010), Briganti et al. (2011) and Torres-Freyermuth et al. (2013) provided
detailed descriptions of the boundary layer evolution in the swash zone by
modeling the laboratory experiments of O’Donoghue et al. (2010).
Recent work dealing with swash zone motions has provided insightful description of boundary layer dynamics under a wide range of environmental
conditions. However, the challenging swash zone environments in conjunction with the measurement technique limitations have led to the necessity of
making considerable assumptions about the boundary layer structure. Several studies (Masselink et al., 2005; O’Donoghue et al., 2010; Puleo et al.,
2012, 2014a) estimated the bed shear stress by fitting the horizontal velocity
profiles close to the bed to a logarithmic model. The logarithmic model generally provided good agreement with measurements for a large portion of the
swash but it performed less well during the uprush phase of swash in which
aeration and surface-injected turbulence play an important role. Moreover
there is no consensus about the relative magnitudes of the estimated friction
factors during uprush and backwash. Kikkert et al. (2012) took advantage of
the detailed measurements of velocity in an effort to compare bed shear stress
estimations using different approaches such as the logarithmic and the momentum balance methods. Overall, past studies have outlined the necessity
of high resolution velocity measurements for achieving a better estimation of
bed shear stresses in the swash zone (Puleo et al., 2000; Butt et al., 2009;
Alsina and Caceres, 2011). It has been recognized that a detailed description
of the near-bed velocity field is crucial for a proper quantification of sediment
fluxes that are ultimately estimated as the product of the velocity and sediment concentration measurements. In fact, despite the increasing attention
that the swash zone dynamics have received in the last decade, a complete
understanding and characterization of swash boundary layer motions and
sediment transport processes is still lacking.
This work reports measurements of swash hydrodynamics collected during recent laboratory experiments carried out in a large-scale wave flume
4

(Masselink et al., 2015). We report high resolution cross-shore velocity profiles recorded in the swash boundary layer of a sandy beach under irregular
wave conditions. The main aim of this paper is to take advantage of the
high resolution measurement dataset obtained under controlled laboratory
experiments to improve the characterization of boundary layer dynamics. In
particular, bed shear stress is inferred by means of logarithmic and momentum integral methods and the two approaches are compared and discussed.
In addition, friction factor patterns for different swash phases, separate locations in the swash zone, varying degrees of bed saturation and different
Reynolds numbers are analyzed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of the
most common theories and approaches used for boundary layer dynamics and
bed shear stress characterization. The methods including the description of
the laboratory experiments and the data analysis techniques are provided in
section 3. Section 4 and 5 present and discuss the laboratory results. Section
6 outlines some conclusions.
2. Boundary layer velocity profiles and bed shear stresses
2.1. The momentum integral method
In the case of horizontal uniform flow, the momentum conservation equations for the boundary layer read:
ρ

∂u
∂p ∂τ
=−
+
∂t
∂x ∂z

(1)

∂p
= −ρg
(2)
∂z
where u is the horizontal velocity, t is the time, p is the pressure, τ is the
shear stress, g is the gravitational acceleration and ρ is the water density.
Equations (1) and (2) imply that inside the boundary layer the pressure is
hydrostatic and the longitudinal pressure gradient ∂p/∂x is constant across
the boundary layer thickness. By assuming that the shear stress vanishes
outside the boundary layer, it is possible to write the horizontal momentum
equation on the top of the boundary layer as:
∂p
∂U0
= −ρ
∂x
∂t
5

(3)

where U0 represent the free stream velocity (see figure 1 providing a sketch
with the relevant variables). By inserting equation (3) into equation (1), the
defect velocity law (Nielsen, 1992; Fredsøe and Deigaard, 1992) describing
the evolution of the boundary layer is obtained:
∂
∂τ
(U0 − u) = −
(4)
∂t
∂z
The bed shear stress τb can be obtained by integrating this equation across
the boundary layer thickness δ:
Z z0 +δ
 ∂U
∂u 
0
τb = ρ δ
−
dz
(5)
∂t
∂t
z0
ρ

Two main assumptions are involved in the derivation of equation (4) and
(5) from the general momentum conservation equations. The first assumption concerns the flow uniformity leading to negligible advective terms and
dynamic pressure in the boundary layer. A zero shear stress at the top of
the boundary layer represents the second assumption. It is worth mentioning
that in the swash zone the boundary layer thickness is not much smaller than
the water depth h (Puleo and Holland, 2001). In case the boundary layer
covers the entire swash depth, the assumption of u(h) = U0 is considered
(Briganti et al., 2011).
As already stated, the momentum integral method assumes a hydrostatic
pressure field inside the boundary layer; in case pressure can be considered
hydrostatic across the whole swash zone water column, equation (3) can be
replaced by:
∂p
∂η
= ρg
(6)
∂x
∂x
where η is the free surface elevation. Equation (6) leads to an alternative
version of the momentum integral equation:
Z z0 +δ

∂η
∂u 
τb = ρ − δg
−
dz
(7)
∂x
∂t
z0
Herein, equation (5) and (7) are referred to as MIM U0 and MIM η. The
performance of the two versions of the momentum integral method relies upon
the capacity of estimating the pressure gradient ∂p/∂x inside the boundary
layer. It is important to point out that different assumptions are considered into equations MIM U0 and MIM η. In fact, MIM η assumes a hydrostatic pressure field across the entire swash water column; whereas, equation
6

MIM U0 requires negligible shear stresses at the top of the boundary layer.
Nielsen (2002) used the local acceleration ∂U0 /∂t as a proxy to ∂p/∂x. On
the other hand, Baldock and Hughes (2006) and Barnes and Baldock (2010)
suggested that, since flow decelerates for most of the swash event, ∂p/∂x
can be calculated using the hydrostatic assumption through the free surface
gradient ∂η/∂x (see also Othman et al. (2014) who provided additional discussion). However, it is still not clear a priori which of these two approaches
is more reliable for the estimation of ∂p/∂x inside the swash boundary layer.

Figure 1: Sketch of the parameters involved in the swash zone model equations.

2.2. Logarithmic model
In the case of a hydraulically rough bed, the law of the wall prescribes
that a logarithmic-shaped horizontal velocity profile u(z) develops inside the
boundary layer:
z
Uf
ln( )
(8)
u(z) =
κ
z0
7

where κ is the von Karman constant (= 0.40) and z0 is the height above the
bed at which the velocity is assumed to be zero. Following Nikuradse (1932),
z0 is equal to kN /30, kN being the bed roughness. Finally, Uf is the friction
velocity defined as:
r
τb
Uf =
(9)
ρ
where τb is the bed shear stress and ρ is the water density.
Equation (8) was originally derived for steady flows assuming that shear
stresses are constant close to the bottom. These assumptions, on which
the law of the wall relies, restricts its theoretical validity to a region whose
vertical extent above the bottom depends on the non-dimensional elevation
z + defined as:
Uf z
z+ =
(10)
ν
where ν is the kinematic viscosity (ν = 10−6 m2 /s). According to Pope (2000)
and Wei and Willmart (1989), the law of the wall holds for 30 < z + < 1200.
However, experimental work has found good agreement between observed
and predicted data well beyond the range of applicability of the logarithmic
model.
The concept of friction factor f has been introduced in order to relate
the free stream horizontal velocity U0 to the bed shear stress by means of:
1
τb = ρf |U0 |U0
2

(11)

When velocity profile information is not available, the bed stress τb is estimated through equation (11), also known as the quadratic drag law, by
introducing an empirical value of f . For instances in which velocity profile
measurements are available, f can be estimated as:
f=

2τb
ρ|U0 |U0

(12)

3. Methods
3.1. Laboratory Experiments
The laboratory experiments included in the BARDEX II project were
carried out in the Delta flume (The Netherlands). In this section, we outline
the experimental details relevant for this work; an exhaustive description of
8

the experiments is provided by Masselink et al. (2015). The Delta flume is
200 m long, 5 m wide and 7 m high with an hydraulically-driven piston-type
wave maker located at one end of the flume. The physical model consisted of
a sandy barrier beach with a median grain diameter of 0.43 mm, backed by
a lagoon. The still water depth in the constant depth generation section in
front of the wave maker was set at 3 m. The original beach profile included a
horizontal bottom part and a slope-varying part. The undisturbed shoreline
lay at 86.5 m from the neutral position of the wave maker. The beach had a
slope 1:15 in the surf and swash zone reaching the top of the berm localized
1.5 m above the still water level. A permeable wall separated the sandy barrier from the lagoon. The size of the laboratory facilities allowed the full-scale
reproduction of moderate wave conditions with the chief advantage of avoiding typical scale effects and associated shortcomings involved in small scale
physical tests such as, for instance, a reduced suspended sediment transport
rate and an overestimation of frictional effects (Sanchez-Arcilla et al., 2011;
Masselink et al., 2015). The origin of the co-ordinate system was fixed at the
intersection of the mean position of the wave maker with the concrete bottom, with the horizontal and vertical axes positive shoreward and upward,
respectively.
The beach profile elevations at 2.5 m from the lateral walls of the flume
(center of the flume) were measured at the end of each run by a high resolution mechanical beach profiler controlled by means of a overhead carriage.
In this work we discuss the swash measurements collected at two stations
located at x = 88.4 m (Station 1) and x = 89.6 m (Station 2). Near-bed
velocities were collected using Nortek Acoustic Doppler Velocity Profilers
(ADVP) that measured the 3 components of velocity in a profile 3 cm long
with 0.001 m vertical resolution and a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. The
water free surface elevations were recorded by a Bed Level Sensor (BLS) array
covering the whole swash zone extension with a horizontal spatial resolution
of approximately 0.7 m. Within-bed pressure gradients were measured by
pressure transducers Druck PTX1830 (PT) buried in the swash zone in the
vicinity of Station 2. Due to morphological changes, frequent manual adjustments both in the vertical and in the horizontal direction were performed in
order to keep the highest PT as close as possible to the bed (between 2 and 5
cm). Figure 2 shows the beach profiles corresponding to the 2 runs studied in
this paper (the beach profile for a determined run is obtained as the average
between the profiles measured prior and after the run) with the observed
still water line and the indication of the cross-shore location of Station 1 and
9

Station 2.
In this paper we focus on the 30 min-long runs with random waves A2 05
and A4 05 (Masselink et al., 2015). The wave generation signal used to
control the wave maker movement was irregular but deterministic, allowing
the reproduction of the same incoming wave sequence and group structure
in these runs. The target irregular wave conditions matched a JONSWAP
spectrum with significant wave height 0.8 m and peak period of 8 s. Active
reflection compensation was used to absorb outgoing waves and minimize
reflection at the wave maker. The difference between the runs was the mean
water level in the lagoon. Run A2 05 represents a high lagoon scenario in
which the level in the lagoon (4.5 m) is higher than the sea level; on the
other hand, the lagoon level (2.25 m) in run A4 05 is lower than the mean
sea level. Moreover, wave action steepened the beach face and built a berm
during the A series (Puleo et al., 2015) yielding a slightly larger beach slope
in the later run A4 05.
5
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Figure 2: Beach profile during run A2 05 (a) and A4 05 (b). The dashed line represents
the mean free surface and water table measured by the PT array along the flume. Vertical
arrows indicate the location of Station 1 and 2.
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3.2. Data analysis
The complexity of shallow-water hydrodynamics makes the collection of
reliable experimental observations across the swash zone difficult. Data analysis is further hampered by its intermittent nature, precluding the application of conventional time series analysis such as spectral analysis, and making critical comparisons between theory and observations difficult (Hughes
and Baldock, 2004). Nevertheless, especially in the last decade, swash zone
processes have represented a highly active research area. Developments in
measurement technology have resulted in an increase in data availability and
accuracy (O’Donoghue et al., 2010; Kikkert et al., 2012; Puleo et al., 2012).
Moreover, robust data-analysis techniques have been developed in order to
better understand and characterize swash processes (Puleo et al., 2012).
The discontinuous nature of swash hydrodynamics together with the high
amount of foam, bubbles and sediment loads lead to the necessity of a quality
check for assessing data reliability before performing an analysis of near-bed
swash velocity measurements. In this work, ADVP data were removed from
the record when at least one of the two following circumstances occurred
(Aagard and Hughes, 2006; Puleo et al., 2012): 1) the instantaneous (averaged over the four beams) Correlation (Corr) values were less than 65%;
2) the instantaneous (averaged over the four beams) Signal-to-Noise-Ratio
(SNR) values dropped below 20. These criteria appeared to be appropriate
for removing unreliable data associated with air-entrainment, bubbles and
large sediment concentrations. The removed data were not replaced by any
interpolation due to the intermittent nature of swash. In addition, the velocity time series were de-spiked using the method proposed by Mori et al.
(2007) in order to eliminate noise and spurious data points. Successively,
an interpolation procedure was used to reduce the sampling frequency from
100 to 16 Hz. This new sampling value is sufficient for addressing swash
hydrodynamic analysis as it is 2 orders of magnitude larger than the peak
frequency of the incoming wave field.
Swash zone elevations at a determined cross-shore position are identified
from free surface data measured by the BLS array. This array covered the
whole swash zone but, to avoid signal interference, the BLS measurements
were not co-located with the swash stations where the ADVP were deployed.
In order to obtain the free surface elevations at the same cross-shore position
of the associated ADVP at a determined station, the two BLS time series
at either side of the swash station were linearly interpolated. The water
depth during a swash flow event is determined by subtracting the BLS data
11

value recorded when the bed was exposed previously to the bore arrival
from the instantaneous free surface elevation. Swash events are defined to
begin when the water depth reaches one tenth of the maximum water depth
recorded during the event, corresponding with the bore front arrival; whereas
the instant on which the water depth drops below one tenth of the maximum
water depth is considered as the event end. An elevation cut-off based on the
maximum swash depth is chosen here with the main purpose of including in
the analysis the late backwash phases of relatively small events which would
be otherwise excluded by using a constant cutoff value. To have consistent
time series, the BLS observations were resampled at 16 Hz as done for ADVP
data. Whilst the BLS data were used for event identification, the time of
flow reversal was evaluated using the ADVP data. The time of flow reversal
for each event was assumed to coincide with the instant when the velocity at
the upper most bin turns from positive to negative values. Therefore, uprush
(backwash) durations are the absolute value of the difference in time between
the flow reversal and the beginning (end) of the event.
Figure 3 shows the free surface elevation with respect to the concrete
bottom (vertical reference of the tank) and cross-shore velocity time series
for two swash events of run A2 05. There is a distinct lack of reliable velocity
measurements at the beginning of the uprush and at the end of backwash.
This can be partially ascribed to the data cleaning process which removed
noise and unreliable data generally associated with air-entrainment, bubbles
and sediment suspension particularly influential during these stages of swash.
It also represents fluid depth insufficient to permit sensor operation.
In this work, the bed location for each swash event was determined as being the highest bin where both the mean and standard deviation of velocity
(calculated across the event) are less than a cutoff value of 0.05 m/s. The application of this technique implies that the bed location is assumed to remain
constant over the duration of the event. Even though Puleo et al. (2014a)
showed that intra-swash bed fluctuations can be significant, the evaluation
of their effects is beyond the scope of the present work and we consider here
a steady bed elevation within the swash events. In addition, the bed elevation was also checked with the SNR and Amplitude (AMP) signals averaged
over the four beams. Other studies used the highest SNR and AMP values
in order to estimate the time-varying bed level (Foster et al., 2013; Puleo
et al., 2014b). For these conditions, the SNR and AMP cutoff values were
determined to be 57.5 and -7 dB, respectively. Figure 4 shows a closer examination of velocity and bed location over the same two swash events plotted
12
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Figure 3: Time series of free surface elevation (a) and horizontal cross-shore velocities
(b) detected during run A2 05 at Station 1. Two swash events are delimited by vertical
dashed lines. Each trace in the cross-shore velocities represents measurements at different
elevations from the sandy bed. The darker the line the larger the distance from the bed.

in figure 3. The zA axis in figure 4 represents the vertical distance from
the ADVP location. During the uprush, bottom estimates from ADVP parameters SNR and AMP are characterized by a considerable spread possibly
related with the high turbulence levels induced by the incoming bore. Except
in this early stage of uprush, bed location estimates from velocity statistics
are largely consistent with those obtained from the SNR and AMP methods,
thus confirming the adequacy of the standard deviation cutoff method. Later
on in this work we consider the bed location as that one determined using
the velocity statistic criterion.
From the whole ensemble of identified events in a run case, only the events
meeting determined criteria were considered “good” and therefore retained
for analysis (Puleo et al., 2012). The criteria utilized here were: 1) velocity
profile intersecting the bed; 2) event duration larger than 3 s; 3) uprush
and backwash flow duration larger than 1 s; and 4) maximum uprush and
backwash velocities larger than 0.5 m/s.
In previous work involving irregular waves, an ensemble average of swash
events was determined in order to study mean swash hydrodynamics (Puleo
et al., 2000; Aagard and Hughes, 2006; Conley and Griffin, 2004; Masselink
13

Figure 4: Location of the bed determined when the standard deviation of cross-shore
velocity drops below 0.05 m/s (horizontal straight line). a) and b) Vertical profiles of crossshore velocity for two events. c) Time series of cross-shore velocity [m/s] as a function of
distance below the ADVP. d) vertical gradient of cross-shore velocity [1/s]. Circles and
crosses in c) and d) are the bed location estimates from the SNR and AMP parameters,
respectively.

et al., 2005; Puleo et al., 2012). In particular, Puleo et al. (2012) carried
out the ensemble average based on the timing relative to flow reversal with
the aim to maintain the phases of flow. An analogous technique was also
performed in the present study in which the normalization was based on
the timing relative to flow reversal identified from ADVP data. In contrast, the uprush and backwash durations (and thus the event duration)
were determined using the timing from BLS data. This procedure allowed
to maintain the phases of fluid motion relative to both the actual event duration recorded by the BLS and the time reversal recorded by the ADVP.
The ensemble-averaged duration T was introduced as the sum between the

14

averaged uprush hDup i and backwash hDback i durations:
T = hDup i + hDback i
The dimensional normalized time tn was defined as:
ht − t
i
t − trev
rev
tn =
hDup i;
hDback i
Dup
Dback

(13)

(14)

where trev is the instant of flow reversal, Dup and Dback are the duration of
uprush and backwash. Finally, the non-dimensional time t′ was:
t′ =

tn
T

(15)

As a result of this normalization procedure,
the
i non-dimensional uprush timh
hDup i
ing is negative and is bound to − T , 0 , whereas the non-dimensional
i
h
i
. Therebackwash timing takes positive values and extends between 0, hDback
T
h
fore, the normalized event has duration equal to 1 extending between −
i
hDup i hDback i
. This normalization method leads to a backwash duration
,
T
T
which is likely to exceed the uprush duration as a result of the skewed and
pitched-forward shape of swash bores.
The ensemble average value v ′ for a depth- and time-dependent variable
v in the normalized time-space domain ht′ , zi is defined as:
N
1 X
v (t , z) =
vn (t′ , z)
N n=1
′

′

(16)

where N is the number of events in which the variable v(t′ , z) exists (is a
real number). N varies across the ht′ , zi domain: ranging between the total number of identified events and tending to 0 at the early uprush and
late backwash where the lack of reliable velocity data is due to the cleaning
procedure. This reflects what is evident for the individual events in figure
3. Ensemble-average values associated with N lower than 8 were excluded.
Variables such as velocity u, vertical velocity gradient ∂u/∂z, water depth h,
barrier pressure p, and free surface gradient ∂η/∂x were directly combined
into an ensemble-averaged event representing mean flow patterns. On the
15

other hand, acceleration ∂u/∂t was first estimated from the velocity time series slope by fitting a straight line to overlapping one-second windows (Foster
et al., 2013) and then averaged into the normalized event.
The equations for the boundary layer are based on the assumption that in
the immediate neighborhood at the top of the boundary layer, shear stresses
vanish and ∂U0 /∂z → 0 (Fredsøe and Deigaard, 1992). In this work, the
ensemble averaged vertical gradient of velocity is used to estimate the location of the top of the boundary layer and therefore its thickness. The free
stream is assumed to extend above the top of the boundary layer where the
local velocity gradients are lower than a small fraction of a reference velocity
gradient representative of the ensemble averaged event:
∂u
∆u
<c
∂z
∆z

(17)

where the reference velocity ∆u is the maximum horizontal velocity observed
during the averaged event, ∆z is the difference between the highest and the
lowest sampling locations (3 cm in this work) and c is a constant which was
set equal to 0.2 here. A sensitivity analysis performed varying c between
0.15 and 0.25 showed negligible differences in the boundary layer thickness
estimates.
4. Results
4.1. Logarithmic model
The logarithmic model is applied to the time series of cross-shore velocity
for individual swash events. Figure 5 shows the evolution of a representative
raw event selected from run A2 05 at Station 1. The zb axis in figure 5
and in the rest of the paper represents the vertical distance from the sandy
bed. The time series of water elevations and cross-shore horizontal velocity
at 0.02 m from the bottom are plotted in figures 5a and 5b, respectively.
Figure 5c shows the velocity profiles from 24 evenly spaced times during the
whole duration of the raw event. The free surface elevation increases rapidly
during the uprush as the bore front hits the measurement location; after the
maximum water depth, a mild free surface elevation reduction is observed.
As a result of the quality control procedure, the velocity profiles cover only
42 % of the swash event. The measured flow velocities at 0.02 m from the
bottom show an uprush peak of 0.8 m/s and a backwash maximum of 1.2
m/s. Past studies used an r 2 cut-off of 0.9 to indicate poor logarithmic model
16

fit (O’Donoghue et al., 2010; Puleo et al., 2012). However, due to significant
velocity fluctuations, the r 2 cut-off is reduced to 0.8 here for the raw event.
The logarithmic model accurately describes 35 % of the observed velocity
profiles of this raw event. Poor model fits particularly occur during the flow
reversal when velocities are small across the entire water column.
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Figure 5: Raw event of run A2 05 at Station 1. a) water depths and b) velocity time
series at 2 cm from the bed. Vertical profiles of velocity (c) with solid lines indicating the
logarithmic model fits.
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Figure 6 shows the flow velocity, acceleration and velocity gradient fields
for the ensemble averaged event for run A2 05 at Station 1. A total number
of 94 events were included in the normalization process. The mean periods of
these “good” events is 6.7 s with a minimum and maximum values of 3.7 and
11.4 s, respectively. As a result of the ensemble average process, the velocity
data exists for 82 % of the total swash duration. Close to the bed, the low
velocity and acceleration values in conjunction with high vertical velocity
gradients outline the presence of a bottom boundary layer. As explained
in section 3.2, the boundary layer extension δ is estimated as the region
where the vertical velocity gradients exceed the threshold value 0.2 ∆u/∆z
s−1 . However, a considerable temporal and spatial variability of velocity
gradients is found across the water column during the uprush, which is likely
to be related to the high turbulence levels contained within by the incoming
bore. This significant mixing precludes the identification of a stable upper
limit of the boundary layer during the uprush. Puleo et al. (2012) carried
out a bed shear stress estimation in the swash zone of a natural beach by
extending the logarithmic model to a region of 2 cm from the sandy bed.
On the other hand, the numerical analysis of Briganti et al. (2011) and
Torres-Freyermuth et al. (2013) suggested that the (logarithmic) boundary
layer extends to a large part of the water column during uprush under the
laboratory experiments described by O’Donoghue et al. (2010). For this
reason we choose here a representative constant uprush δ equal to 2.7 cm,
corresponding to uppermost measurement elevation of the ensemble-averaged
event during uprush, with the main purpose of delimiting the domain where
the logarithmic and momentum integral models are applied. At flow reversal,
velocity gradients are small and a thin boundary layer is observed. A gradual
growth occurs during the backwash where the boundary layer extends up to
the upper limit of the velocity observations.
The ensemble-averaged time series of water depths and cross-shore velocities at 2 cm from the bottom are plotted in figure 7a and 7b, respectively.
Due to the skewed shape of of the swash time series, the backwash duration is
longer than the uprush duration; the nondimensional time ranging between
-0.47 to 0.53. In addition, negative accelerations dominate the normalized
swash event as a result of the pronounced wave-asymmetry. Logarithmic
model fits to velocity profiles extending up to a constant elevation of 2 cm
from the bottom are plotted in figure 7c. The ensemble-averaged event is
generally well described by the logarithmic model, with r 2 exceeding 0.9 for
60 % of the total swash duration (corresponding to 73 % of the measured ve18

Figure 6: Ensemble-averaged swash event of run A2 05 at Station 1. a) cross-shore horizontal velocity [m/s]; b) accelerations [m/s2 ]; and c) vertical gradient of velocity [1/s].
The black solid line indicates the boundary layer thickness estimated through the vertical
gradient velocity threshold.

locity profiles). Poor model fits are observed at flow reversal and at the early
stages of backwash. Figure 7d shows the logarithmic model applied to the
velocity profiles extending over the time-varying boundary layer thickness δ.
The portion of time during which r 2 exceeds 0.9 is increased (with respect to
the constant boundary layer thickness) to 67 % of the total swash duration
or 82 % of the observed velocity profiles. In particular, poor model fits are
limited to the flow reversal when velocities tend to zero. As the boundary
layer grows after flow reversal, the velocity profiles are well represented by
the logarithmic model for almost the entire backwash duration.
In addition to a larger portion of swash velocity profiles fitted by the log19
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arithmic model, significant differences in the bed shear stress estimation can
be noticed by taking into account the boundary layer thickness variability.
Figure 8 shows the hydrodynamic parameters estimated through the logarithmic model. Regardless of the boundary layer thickness, the logarithmic
model provides a bed shear stress which varies from a maximum value of
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8 N/m2 observed at the early uprush to a negative maximum of -14 N/m2
towards the end of the backwash. However, including the boundary layer
growth during the backwash yields larger values of the bed shear stress for
t′ < 0.25. This is the result of excluding from the logarithmic fit the points
of the profile characterized by small vertical gradients of velocity which are
likely to lie above the bottom boundary layer, see equation (17). The small
vertical gradients of velocity in the upper part of the water column far from
the bottom lead to free stream velocity values which are not affected by
the choice of the boundary layer thickness. As a result, the friction factors
along the swash event reflect the bed shear stress pattern. Extending the
logarithmic model fit up to 2 cm yields an almost constant friction factor
of approximately a 0.025. On the other hand, the larger bed shear stresses
observed during the early backwash yield larger friction factors after flow
reversal. In fact, a decreasing friction factor is observed coincident with a
growing boundary layer during backwash.
4.2. Momentum integral model
Figure 9 shows the comparison between the bed shear stress estimated
via the logarithmic model and the momentum integral model, both applied
to the varying bottom boundary layer δ for run A2 05 at Station 1. It can be
noted that the free surface gradient ∂η/∂x takes negative values (grey solid
line in figure 9a), implying that the free surface is dipping shoreward, for a
limited interval of time during uprush. For the remaining of the swash event,
it increases eventually tending to the beach slope value of 0.1 at the late
backwash. This means that the force generated by the pressure gradients is
offshore-directed during the swash event except in a relatively small interval
at the early uprush. The momentum integral method generally gives smaller
magnitudes of bed shear stresses. Figures 9b suggests that the assumptions
involved in its derivation preclude a correct estimation of positive (onshoredirected) bed stresses expected during uprush. In particular, the assumptions
of negligible advective terms and shear stresses above the boundary layer are
likely to be violated at the early stages of uprush. Moreover, additional
uncertainties are related to the introduction of a representative δ during
uprush in which the velocity gradient criterion is unable detect the top of
the boundary layer. For the phases in which a good agreement between the
free surface gradient and the nondimensional free stream acceleration term
−∂U0 /(g∂t) is observed (see figure 9a), the two versions of the momentum
integral method MIM H0 and MIM η provide comparable results. It seems
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Figure 9: Bed shear stresses estimated by the momentum integral method, run A2 05 at
Station 1. a) free surface gradients (solid line), nondimensional free stream acceleration
−∂U0 /(g∂t) (crosses) and bed slope (dash-dotted line); b) bed shear stresses. Circles:
logarithmic model; crosses: MIM U0 ; pluses: MIM η.

that, during the uprush, MIM U0 performs worse than MIM η suggesting
that ∂η/∂x is a better proxy than ∂U0 /∂t for the boundary layer pressure
gradients ∂p/∂x at these stages of swash.
4.3. Effects of axis rotation
Up to this point, the bed shear stress and the other swash parameters
have been derived with respect to a geometrical system with a horizontal x
axis. However, the vertical component of fluid velocity in the swash zone can
be significant due to the beach slope in the foreshore which is generally larger
than that in the rest of the nearshore (Fredsøe and Deigaard, 1992; Svendsen,
2006). In these experiments the swash beach slope varied between 0.09 to
0.13 and its effect is evaluated in this section. The bed parallel velocity ur
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Figure 10: Effects of axis rotation on swash dynamics estimated through the logarithmic
model, run A2 05 at Station 1. Gray symbols refer to a coordinate system with an horizontal x axis, black symbols refer to a coordinate system with a bed-parallel x axis. a)
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is:
ur = u cos(β) + w sin(β)

(18)

where w is the vertical velocity. The effects of axis rotation on the estimates
of swash dynamics using the logarithmic layer analysis are outlined in fig24

ure 10 for run A2 05 at Station 1. The estimation of bed shear stresses,
free stream velocities and friction factors using bed parallel velocities provides minimal discrepancies with respect to the horizontal x axis. Run A4 05
characterized by a steeper beach slope of 0.13 shows similarly small and insignificant differences between the bed shear stresses calculated using bed
parallel and horizontal coordinates. These results suggest that vertical components of flow do not play a significant role for beach slopes on the order
of 0.1 (between 0.09 and 0.13 in these experiments). Surprisingly, axis rotation also yields minimal differences in the bed shear stress estimated through
the momentum integral method (not shown). This is due to the fact that
the momentum conservation equation in the bed-parallel direction includes
an additional gravitational term g sin(β) which is balanced by the changes
in the pressure gradient term g∂h/∂x (see figure 10a) brought by the axis
rotation.
5. Discussion
Near bed velocity profiles have been analyzed in an effort to improve the
understanding of the hydrodynamic evolution across the swash phases. Our
results confirm and extend previous work dealing with bed shear stress estimation from near-bed velocity measurements. In particular, with respect to
the recent work of Kikkert et al. (2012) and Puleo et al. (2012), the boundary
layer thickness variation has been taken into account by proposing a velocity
gradient criterion. Unfortunately, the large velocity gradients found during
uprush even at the uppermost measurement location preclude the identification of the top of the boundary layer for this stage of swash. For this reason,
whilst the backwash boundary layer evolution seems to be properly captured
by using the described velocity gradient criterion, a representative constant
boundary layer thickness equal to the uppermost measurement elevation of
the ensemble-averaged event (2.7 cm) is considered for uprush. The boundary layer variability addressed during backwash seems to provide new insights
for the bed stress estimation through the logarithmic and the momentum integral models. By applying the logarithmic model to the near-bed velocities,
we obtain a maximum backwash bed shear stress slightly larger than the one
observed during the uprush. This difference in the uprush/backwash bed
shear stress magnitude in addition to a larger backwash duration seems to
lead to an asymmetry and thus to a greater backwash sediment transport
potential. However, both the lack of early uprush bed shear stress estimates
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and additional unaccounted processes, such as sediment advection or bore
generated turbulence, are likely to compensate this mentioned asymmetry.
In this section we address three important issues related to swash hydrodynamics and bed stress estimation. First, we focus on the effects that
the groundwater level induces on swash motions. Then, we investigate the
validity of the assumption (involved in the momentum integral method formulation) of small advective terms which can be questioned in the swash zone
where shallow flows become progressively unsteady (Fredsøe and Deigaard,
1992; Svendsen, 2006; Puleo et al., 2007). Finally, the variability of friction
coefficients and Reynolds numbers during the different phases of swash is
considered.
5.1. Groundwater effects
It is well accepted that the relative elevation between the beach groundwater table and the sea plays an important role on swash sediment transport
and thus morphology evolution (Conley and Inman, 1992; Masselink and
Turner, 2012; Turner et al., 2015). Here, the groundwater effects are investigated by considering the runs A2 05 and A4 05 characterized by a high
and low lagoon level, respectively. Swash motions were forced by the same
incoming wave conditions in these runs. Run A4 05, characterized by a lower
lagoon level (see figure 2), has a steeper swash zone slope. In fact, the beach
profiler measured a beach slope at Station 2 that changed from 0.08 for run
A2 05 to 0.11 for run A4 05 as wave action steepened the beach face during
series A. Before carrying out the ensemble averaging process, the time series
of the two runs were cross-correlated in order to consider the same swash
events in the normalization. A total number of 23 events (identical for the 2
runs) were ensemble averaged.
Figure 11 summarizes swash dynamics for runs A2 05 and A4 05 at Station 2. The mean swash events have similar maximum elevations with a
shorter duration of uprush during run A4 05 (the A4 05 swash event starts
0.03 later than the A2 05 event). The steeper slope in run A4 05 yields
larger free surface gradients which keep positive values even at the beginning
of the uprush phase. Moreover, the larger free stream velocities observed at
all stages of swash lead to larger bed shear stress for run A4 05. Comparable
friction factor magnitudes are observed for both runs with small differences
appreciable at the late backwash in which run A4 05 presents larger values.
Figure 11f shows the ensemble-averaged vertical pressure gradients ∂p/∂z
measured by two pressure transducers (PT) near-bed located in the cross
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Figure 11: Swash hydrodynamics at Station 2 for high and low lagoon. Black symbols
refer to run A2 05 (high lagoon). Grey symbols refer to case A4 05 (low lagoon). a) depth
elevations; b) bed slope (dashed line) and free surface gradient(solid line); c) bed shear
stress; d) free stream velocity; e) friction factor; and f) vertical pressure gradients.

shore position in the vicinity of the Station 2. Data were corrected for barometric pressure variations and the pore-pressure difference between the upper
and lower sensors; ∂p was computed by subtracting the hydrostatic pressure
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offset (ρg∂z) between the upper and lower sensors, where ∂z is the vertical sensor separation (10 cm). For both cases, ensemble-averaged pressure
gradients are positive during uprush representing the forcing of a downward
directed flux associated with infiltration; the opposite occurs during backwash. Significant differences between the runs are visible especially during
the backwash when the larger pressure gradient magnitudes of run A2 05
reveal the presence of pronounced exfiltration processes related with a high
groundwater table. Even though it remains difficult to separate the individual role played by exfiltration processes and bed slope changes, these results
suggest that the smaller friction factors of run A2 05 are likely to be associated with significant exfiltration processes eventually leading to smaller
backwash bed stresses. This seems to confirm and extend the corresponding
results observed for gravel barriers during BARDEX (Masselink and Turner,
2012).
5.2. Advective terms
The bed shear stresses estimated via the momentum integral method have
been compared to those estimated using the logarithmic model. The results
show that the momentum integral method fails to address the shorewarddirected bed stress during the uprush and, overall, it provides smaller bed
shear stresses than the logarithmic method. These outcomes are likely to be
related with the assumptions upon which the momentum integral method
relies.
Figure 12 shows the ensemble-averaged advective terms u∂u/∂x calculated at Station 1 for run A2 05. Horizontal velocities at Station 1 and 2
are used in order to obtain the horizontal gradient of velocity ∂u/∂x. The
advective terms are minimal at flow reversal when velocities turn from positive to negative values. In accordance with the ballistic model (Shen and
Meyer, 1963; Guard and Baldock, 2007), the direction of the advective terms
is the same as the flow direction (positive during uprush and negative during backwash) as a result of the positive ∂u/∂x observed at the all stages
of swash. The evolution of the ratio R between the advective u∂u/∂x and
the acceleration ∂u/∂t terms is plotted in figure 12c. R is smaller than 0.1
over almost the entire swash event and it is negligible at flow reversal. However, at the early uprush and late backwash it takes values of roughly 0.3.
Patterns of increasing importance from zero crossing suggest that the magnitude of the advection term may approach that of the acceleration term at
the very beginning of the uprush and end of the backwash. Unfortunately,
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Figure 12: Advection terms in the swash zone, run A2 05 at Station 1. a) Velocity [m/s];
b) Advection terms [m/s2 ]; c) Acceleration versus advection terms ratio [-].

data are missing at these stages of swash when large velocities are expected
to lead to an increase of the advective terms. These results suggest that necessary reservations should be made on the validity of the momentum integral
method on the swash zone especially at the stages in which large velocities
and bed shear stresses are observed.
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5.3. Friction factors
Figure 13 presents the evolution of the Reynolds numbers for the ensembleaveraged event at Station 1 for run A2 05. The Reynolds number is:
Re =
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U0 l
ν

(19)

where l is a characteristic length scale of the flow. The water depth h is
adopted as length scale in figure 13a, whereas figure 13b shows the Reynolds
number calculated using the boundary layer thickness δ as a length scale. The
adoption of δ instead of h as length scale l into equation 19 yields smaller Re
along the swash events but it does not affect the uprush behaviour in which
the decreasing Re is mainly driven by the decelerating flow. We recall that
δ takes the value of 2.7 cm corresponding to the uppermost measurement
elevation of the ensemble-averaged event during uprush, see section 4.1. At
flow reversal, Re approaches zero as a result of minimal velocities. During the
backwash, Re (figure 13a) first increases as flow accelerates seaward; however,
the progressively shallower water depths in the late stages of backwash lead
to an apparent decrease in Re growth followed by a reduction in the later part
of the event. On the other hand, due to both the seaward accelerating flow
and the boundary layer development, Re (calculated including δ as length
scale) steadily increases during backwash in figure 13b.
The different patterns of Re are reflected in figures 14 which shows the
friction factor f as a function of Re for runs A2 05 and A4 05 at Station 1
and 2. Consistent with Kikkert et al. (2012), the slightly increasing values of
f (see figure 8) during uprush result in a slight decrease of f for increasing
Re. However, it is during backwash that the large f variations are observed
(see figure 8) and the choice of the length scale adopted in the Re calculation
leads to significant differences in the f behaviour. In particular, figure 14a
shows a friction factor that decreases for the whole backwash phase in which
the Re first increases at the beginning of the backwash and then decreases in
the late backwash (see figure 13a). On the other hand, by including δ in the
Re calculation, f decreases as Re increases during the whole backwash phase.
These results suggest that, by including the boundary layer thickness in the
Reynolds number, the friction factor behaviour is consistent to the uniform
and steady flow formulation which predicts a decrease of f with increasing
Re for laminar and transitional flows. Overall, these results seem to confirm
the intuition of Kikkert et al. (2012) who identified the boundary layer development as the main factor in determining the discrepancies between the
observed friction factor behaviour (in relation to a Re calculated considering
h as a length scale) and the traditional results for steady uniform flows. For
larger Re (Re> 2 · 104 in these experiments), the friction factor shows little
variability likely related to a transition to a turbulent flow regime. Moreover,
for similar Re, the smaller friction factors observed during uprush (than during backwash) may be an indication of an underestimation of the boundary
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layer thickness at this stage of swash. In fact, the representative uprush
boundary layer thickness δ, introduced with the main purpose of defining
the region of application of the logarithmic and momentum integral models
during uprush, is likely to be smaller than the real boundary layer thickness.
We consider that this kind of underestimation of the boundary layer thickness
has little consequence on the dynamic swash parameter estimation (such as
bed shear stress and friction factor) using the logarithmic model. However,
an underestimation of the boundary layer thickness would give smaller Re
(calculated including δ as a length scale) which eventually would explain the
smaller uprush friction factors observed for similar Re in figure 14b.
6. Conclusions
Laboratory experiments were carried out in a large-scale wave flume in
which a barrier beach made up of coarse sand and backed by a lagoon was
constructed. Acoustic Doppler Velocity Profilers measured high-resolution
velocity profiles across the bottom boundary layer in the swash zone. Boundary layer dynamics with a special attention to bed shear stress evolution have
been investigated. The main findings are summarized here:
1. The boundary layer thickness for the ensemble-averaged swash event is
estimated using a cutoff value of the vertical gradient of the horizontal velocity. The estimation seems to work well during the backwash
in which a gradual growth of the boundary layer is observed. However, during uprush uncertainties are due to observed velocity gradients
across the measured water column possibly related to bore generated
turbulence.
2. The logarithmic model provides the most reliable bed shear stress estimates. Observations show bed stresses at the end of the backwash
exceeding the maximum uprush bed stresses recorded a the beginning
of the swash event. The observed friction factors are of the same order
of magnitude between uprush and backwash with a strong dependency
on the boundary layer evolution observed during backwash.
3. The bed stresses estimated via the momentum integral model are compared to those obtained through the logarithmic model. In general
terms, the momentum integral method provides smaller bed stresses
than the logarithmic model. Moreover, it seems that the onshoredirected stresses during uprush are not properly captured. This deficiency may be attributed to the assumptions of negligible advective
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terms and shear stresses at the top of the boundary layer which may
not be satisfied.
4. The effects of a varying groundwater table on swash dynamics are addressed by comparing two runs with same incoming wave conditions
and similar beach profile. The smaller backwash friction factors observed in the run with a higher lagoon level are likely to be related
with significant exfiltration processes.
5. Logarithmic-model estimated friction coefficients show a considerable
variability with the Reynolds numbers especially during backwash. The
observed friction coefficient behaviour is consistent with traditional results (Fredsøe and Deigaard, 1992). In particular, the friction factor
decreases for increasing Reynolds numbers during the early backwash.
For the largest Reynolds numbers observed at the end of the backwash,
the friction factor shows little variability consistent with a transition
to a turbulent flow regime.
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